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To all disaster-affected people in Odisha, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala
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Afterwards presents graphic narratives of disaster impacts and recovery from the 

Indian states of Odisha, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala. At the heart of this anthology lies 

the idea of ‘representation’: how disaster-affected people, communities, and places 

are portrayed by the media, government, non-government organisations, and policy 

documents. Post-disaster portrayals often standardise the experiences of disaster-

affected people and paint them all as helpless victims. They also construct and 

promote ideas of recovery that are more ‘visible’ and tangible – such as housing 

and other physical infrastructure – thereby eclipsing other important recovery 

needs of those affected. Given that experiences of disaster impacts vary depending 

on existing social and economic conditions of communities, such portrayals can 

influence ideas on recovery priorities, and therefore determine the support they 

receive from government and aid agencies. 

Over three years (2018-21), the ‘Recovery with Dignity’ project team, with 

researchers from the Indian Institute for Human Settlements (IIHS) and the University 

of East Anglia (UEA), have worked to better understand experiences of post-disaster 

recovery. Our multiple visits to flood- and cyclone-affected settlements in the three 

states gave us several opportunities to interact with disaster-affected communities, 

government stakeholders, social entrepreneurs, academics, journalists, and theatre 

artists who shared their experiences of disasters and their views on recovery. 

Through interviews, conversations, focus group discussions, and surveys, we sought 

to understand how disaster-affected people have been impacted, how their voices 

and needs have been represented by themselves and by different actors, and the 

implications of these representations on their actual recovery.

When it comes to representing research, we find that grey literature and academic 

outputs rarely manage to capture the varied narratives of everyday risks and 

vulnerabilities. Individual experiences are often reduced to ‘data’ or ‘evidence’ 
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intended to feed larger arguments. While such representations of research are 

valuable in that they contribute to theory and inform policy and practice, they 

target a niche audience. Frequent disaster events in recent years and the ongoing 

COVID-19 pandemic have meant that experiences of these realities are becoming 

more widespread and universally relevant. This prompted us to create this anthology 

– where we have aimed to make personal and community-led narratives of disaster 

experiences and recovery accessible to a larger audience. 

Through the project, we continued to communicate our research using videos, 

photo exhibitions, and essays. This graphic anthology goes a step further in how it 

represents the wide range of stories we encountered in our fieldwork and provides a 

platform for these narratives to be heard. We believe these graphic narratives offer 

a creative, non-academic portrayal that could promote wider public engagement 

and provide an alternative way to understand recovery needs and thus enable 

better recovery support. This book is also translated into the local languages of 

our fieldwork areas (Odiya, Tamil, and Malayalam), printed, and shared with the 

communities who have shared their experiences with us. 

The Process
The stories illustrated in the anthology revolve around two focus areas:

1. Accounts of disaster impacts and recovery told through the voices of those 

affected – here we present stories that shed light on everyday struggles, how 

they are worsened in the aftermath of a disaster, and accounts of exclusion from 

post-disaster processes. 

2. External voices and their impacts on recovery and the support they receive – 
here we present how official narratives influence state priorities and the action 

they take, and how these impact the recovery of disaster-affected people.  

Together with the contributing authors, we reviewed our field notes to identify 

narratives that align with these two focus areas. An important step in our editorial 

process was to examine how our selected set of testimonies from disaster-affected 

people could be depicted as stories that would engage a wide range of audiences. 

We then had to ensure that our depictions did justice to the deeply personal 

narratives that were shared with us. 
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Writing a script and storyboarding it was a strikingly different process from 

academic writing that we, as researchers, are trained to do. Hence, this was a 

collaborative process between the editors, contributing authors, and the illustrator. 

We first wrote an outline that had a clear narrative arc and, second, scripted it as 

an engaging comic while retaining the essence of the story. At this stage, working 

closely with the illustrator was critical to understand the landscape of illustrated 

storybooks and how best to structure our narratives across the pages of the book. 

What followed was an iterative process of editing, storyboarding, and illustrating to 

bring the book to its current form. 

Reflections on the Process and Limitations
While this anthology aims to forefront personal and community stories of impacts 

and recovery, we acknowledge that these narratives have been mediated by the 

researcher. We were careful to check our biases to honestly communicate these 

stories in an attempt to do justice in our portrayals of the narratives. Given the 

sensitive nature of working with disaster-affected communities and the importance 

of maintaining confidentiality and protecting privacy, all names and locations have 

been carefully de-identified and anonymised. Only the district within the state from 

where the story originated has been disclosed. Extensive media documentation 

during our fieldwork has enabled us to study the locations carefully and present 

an authentic representation of the contexts in each narrative while continuing to 

maintain anonymity. 

In this project, we have consciously refrained from illustrating the experiences 

of living through a disaster event. We have instead focused on the events that 

happened after, i.e. the impacts of the disaster and the paths to recovery. We have 

also sought to avoid speaking on behalf of the disaster-affected people. Rather, our 

aim was to diversify the means for their experiences to be shared. 

This proved to be rather challenging. Ideally, stories that are true representations 

of the people’s experiences would be directed by the people themselves. All the 

narratives presented in this anthology were derived from field interviews and focus 

group discussions, or are representational stories that capture the voices of different 

households or communities while preserving the authenticity of their expressed 

struggles and needs. As such, all the narratives are inevitably mediated by us. Here, 
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we have experimented with two forms of representation:

1. In one form, we have distilled the experiences of disaster-affected people 

into cohesive story arcs. While their voices have been presented in the form of 

dialogues between ‘fictional’ characters, the experiences and events told are 

true and drawn from the interviews, field notes, and videos documented during 

fieldwork. To reiterate, we also carefully anonymised these retellings to protect 

their privacy.

2. In the other, we also place ourselves- as researchers- within the stories. Rather 

than conversations between disaster-affected people, here we illustrate the 

multiple interviews and interactions with affected people on the field. Again, we 

have extracted views from different conversations and woven them into a single 

narrative for the purpose of telling these stories clearly.

With the increasing frequency of disasters across the globe, we believe that front-line 

accounts of disaster impact and experiences of recovery from those that are most 

and frequently affected can lead to more humane and dignified recovery strategies. 

What we present here is the product of one such experiment and a proposal for 

future endeavours.

-  Vineetha Nalla & Nihal Ranjit 
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districts 

cyclone path

major cities

field work path

cuttack

puri

jagatsinghpur

bay of bengal

paradip

more than a million people were evacuated 
from these districts prior to the cyclone. 
the following are some of the experiences 
reported from cyclone shelters, also 
known as batya ghar (batya- cyclone; 
ghar- home) in these regions.

khordha

Coastal districts of Puri, 
Khordha, Cuttack, Jagatsinghpur, 
and Ganjam were declared as 
severely affected areas.

extremely severe Cyclonic storm 
Fani made landfall in odisha’s puri 
district. 

gopalpur

brahmapur
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The batya ghar was in a bad shape 
when we moved in. No maintenance 
at all. There was no water to 
drink or for anything else...

We received food only for 
one day after the cyclone. We 
pooled in money for food and 
have been cooking ourselves

We have no electricity though… 
it’s been two weeks now

People sheltered on the top floor and the 
animals were down here. These animals are 
important for our livelihoods. There is 
nowhere else to shelter the animals…

Few of them died because of 
the strong winds and rains…

We were evacuated a day before 
the cyclone. People from three 
villages came here so there was a 
lot of crowding...

There were more than 1500 
people here… and then 
more people came at night

We don’t belong to the same community as the rest 
of the village, so we knew we won’t be allowed in 
the batya ghar. We stayed in our neighbour’s house 
instead. They have a pucca house

We stood for the entire time we were 
here. We had no other option... The 
washrooms were quite dirty and 
poorly maintained so we had to go 
outside to relieve ourselves. Some 
people even used the stairwell and 
spaces on the terrace to relieve 
themsethemselves

A week after cyclone Fani...
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can we take a few 
photographs?

{nods}

We are researchers from 
Bangalore conducting a study on 
the impacts of cyclone Fani and 
the experiences of people.

...did you stay here during 
the cyclone?

yes...

sure, come this way

can we go inside ? 

Let's have a look at this shelter. 
I can see people inside, maybe we 
can talk to them 

somewhere in the chilika region...

toilets

animal shelter

Then, in the late 2000’s and early 2010’s multi-purpose cyclone 
shelters were conceived. These - such as the one illustrated here - 
were meant to serve as community centres or schools during 
non-emergency times to ensure its proper maintenance. 

rooms for evacuees

Cyclone shelters were first built in the 90's and early 2000’s in the rural 
areas of coastal Odisha to compensate for the lack of adequate pucca 
structures for people to evacuate to in the event of a cyclone. These 
shelters deteriorated rapidly due to the saline environment of the coast. 

Drawing of a typical cyclone shelter 
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Hopefully we can leave soon 

thank you very much 
for talking to us and 
showing us around 

{nods}

Some families used the tarpaulin 
the government gave to cover 
their partially broken roofs. 
But, in our case, even the walls 
have broken down. 

if we could get some support 
from the government, we 
could rebuild our homes

We are fishers, our boats and 
nets were damaged during the 
cyclone. we haven’t been able to 
fish. it’s been 2 weeks since we 
earned anything.

where else can we 
go? our homes 
were completely 
destroyed...

But, it has been two 
weeks since the cyclone, 
there are people still 
staying here?!

During the cyclone, 
there were over 
200 households 
staying in this 
batya ghar. it was 
very crowded… 

Men and women were divided 
between the rooms here. Families 
were not staying together...

food was supplied by the state 
during the first week after the 
cyclone… but the water was salty. We 
had to arrange for a water tanker 
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is it okay if we record this?could you talk about your experience 
at the batya ghar?

Hello, we are researchers from 
Bangalore. As the Sarpanch would 
have informed you, we wanted to talk 
to you about the recent Cyclone Fani.

we contacted the Sarpanch and took permission to conduct interviews here. 

A few of the villagers who could spare 
time are gathered at the local school 
to talk to us...

hello

a few months later, in august...

The village is a bit 
further up from the 
cyclone shelter we 
visited in may...

cyclone shelter

settlement 

settlement 

settlement
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is it okay if we record this?could you talk about your experience 
at the batya ghar?

Hello, we are researchers from 
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cyclone shelter, then cyclone shelter, now

Why is the cyclone shelter not 
maintained? is there no one in 
charge of  maintenance?

Actually, the batya ghar in our 
village is locked up and rarely 
used for the most part of the 
year…. So, it is in a very bad shape 
when we go there

The village committee that takes care 
of the batya ghar allows us to use it 
only during emergency situations   

Yes, the Batya Ghar in the other village 
was built by the Red Cross after the 
Super Cyclone

post-1999 super cyclone
We used to go to the Red Cross in the 
other village before. But that was very 
far. Then they built a baya ghar in our 
village. But it is not maintained at all...

Red Cross?

We left immediately 
after and rebuilt 
our houses with 
tarpaulin and thatch 

the toilets WEre not clean 

it is a very old building and  
not properly maintained

it waS VERY CROWDED, 
HUNDREDS OF US WERE 
CRAMPED iNTO 2 ROOMS...

yes, this one is pretty old 
and does not have enough 
space for us
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cyclone shelter, then cyclone shelter, now

Why is the cyclone shelter not 
maintained? is there no one in 
charge of  maintenance?
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yes, A Shelter is for animals. We are not 
animals. it is like a home for us during those 
days, that’s why we call it batya ghar

we noticed cyclone shelters 
are called by different names 
- red cross... batya  ghar... 
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this house was given to us since 
we lost our home to the 
tsunami... it’s been 10 years, but 
you can see the wall seepage

do you have a few 
minutes to talk to us 
about your house? 

yes...

I’m anita, we’re from bangalore.
we’re studying how people here 
have recovered after the tsunami.hello!

hello!

this house was given to us since 
we lost our home to the 
tsunami... it’s been 10 years, but 
you can see the wall seepage

do you have a few 
minutes to talk to us 
about your house? 

yes...

I’m anita, we’re from bangalore.
we’re studying how people here 
have recovered after the tsunami.hello!

hello!resettlement colony somewhere in tamil naduresettlement colony somewhere in tamil nadu
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An NGO built temporary shelters made of bamboo 
and tarpaulin sheets for those who had lost their 
homes and our family also got allotted one

a few weeks later

government notice: we 

will construct permanent 

houses for all of you, 

which would be able to 

withstand such disasters 

in the future. 

hopefully, these permanent houses 
will be the end of our troubles

then, in december 2004

An NGO built temporary shelters made of bamboo 
and tarpaulin sheets for those who had lost their 
homes and our family also got allotted one

a few weeks later

government notice: we 

will construct permanent 

houses for all of you, 

which would be able to 

withstand such disasters 

in the future. 

hopefully, these permanent houses 
will be the end of our troubles

then, in december 2004

My husband Anandavel, is a fisherman. many years ago, Before the tsunami, we lived in a 
hut beside the sea...

We learnt that all 
these houses were 
constructed in a hurry 
through contracts and 
subcontracts.  

so the costs shot up. 
builders were unable to 
complete the work with 
the allotted money, so 
they cut corners 

back then, There was 
huge demand for building 
materials like bricks and 
concrete                              
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 2 more years go by 2 more years go by

but, we were there for so long...

a year later

really

We are eligible for the 
permanent house...

only a few more months and 
we can finally move out!

selvi!

But the area they identified for 
the house is 2 Kilometers from 
the coast! I don’t know how I will 
manage fishing

What about the land 
where our home stood?

I  told them we already have land and 
we just need money to construct the 
house, but they said that the land is 
too close to the sea and that it’s too 
risky for anyone to live there

You see, my  husband normally anchored the boat 
on the shore near our house. He would sit on the 
beach in front of our house and sort the fish with 
the other fishers. This is not possible anymore. 
Life in the shelters wasn't nice either. We 
thought we would be there for only a few months

but, we were there for so long...

a year later

really

We are eligible for the 
permanent house...

only a few more months and 
we can finally move out!

selvi!

But the area they identified for 
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the coast! I don’t know how I will 
manage fishing

What about the land 
where our home stood?

I  told them we already have land and 
we just need money to construct the 
house, but they said that the land is 
too close to the sea and that it’s too 
risky for anyone to live there

You see, my  husband normally anchored the boat 
on the shore near our house. He would sit on the 
beach in front of our house and sort the fish with 
the other fishers. This is not possible anymore. 
Life in the shelters wasn't nice either. We 
thought we would be there for only a few months
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 2 more years go by 2 more years go by
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{nods}

Finally after 4 years!! it 
certainly looks like it 
can’t get washed away

Then, one day
we’ve finally been allocated 
a houseselvi, look!

time passes by...
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at least, this house won’t 
get washed away... will it?

the new settlement, 
2008

the settlement, 2018

selvi, did 
you hear?

christudas and david’s 
families are moving out 
of the settlement

they decided to rent 
out this house and 
move closer to the 
sea

more families leave 
the settlement

Selvi and 
Anandavel’s house 
in 2018

my house also has 
cracks and it’s very 
hot in the summer

but...

several people left, you 
can see many empty 
houses, they live in huts 
near the sea
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at least, this house won’t 
get washed away... will it?
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When compared to other 
affected districts, the loss 
of life was higher in Wayanad

yes...

I’ve also read a few 
Reports that say that tribal 
communities were severely 
affected by the floods

the 2018 floods were seen as a one-off event, 
but with the recent floods and landslides, 
people have realised that these will become 
more frequent in the future

What measures were 
taken to address their 
problems?

actually, The district of 
Wayanad has the highest 
tribal population in Kerala...

Wayanad, september 2019:
interview with government official 

Thank you so much for taking 
the time to talk to me. 

Yes, go ahead.

could you talk about the floods 
and their impacts in wayanad?
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affected districts, the loss 
of life was higher in Wayanad

yes...

I’ve also read a few 
Reports that say that tribal 
communities were severely 
affected by the floods

the 2018 floods were seen as a one-off event, 
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I think lack of education is the 
reason why tribal communities are 
struggling… We must rework our 
strategy for them

But from our experience, we saw that 
some people had misused the money 
given to them

tribal households who lost their 
homes to the floods were provided 
with a compensation of 6 lakh rupees, 
as opposed to 4 lakh rupees for other 
communities

...They won’t get the 
money directly but 
their needs will be 
addressed...

Maybe, by giving the finances and 
the responsibility of housing 
reconstruction to NGOs...
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thank you

Sir, there are also reports that 
several tribal households have 
not received compensation yet

people who lost their houses 
were provided compensation to 
rebuild them. We geo-tagged 
houses, and compensation was 
provided based on damage 
incurred to the houses.

yes, come in
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 {nods}

I should head to the tribal 
hamlet before it gets dark. 
I hope the people there 
have the time to talk to me...

thank you for 
your time

government official

Looks like it is 
sparsely populated!

my cell lost its 
reception

Must be moving towards 
the inner parts of Wayanad

o

and what about 
their livelihoods?

but Even if everything has 
been done well, there 
would still be a part of 
the population who would 
have complaints

Tribal communities are used to such 
extreme events as they stay close to 
the river and inside the forest. They are 
resilient to this and they will recover 
easily.

floods and landslides caused 
the most destruction in the 
agriculture sector and many 
tribal groups are involved in 
agricultural labour

it will take a long time to assess the 
damages that occurred in the agriculture 
sector and to revive the farmlands. I hope 
the government comes up with a scheme for 
this very soon.
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Could you tell me your 
experiences during the 
floods?

Hello, I am gita and i have 
come from Bangalore. I 
am conducting a study on 
the floods. Do you have 
some time to talk to me?
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why is that? 

Before the floods, all of us worked 
for the same landlord in the fields 
you see there…

You probably noticed that the land is 
barren right now. The floods brought in a 
lot of sand making it unfit for cultivation

The landlord got some 
compensation for the crops 
that were destroyed. But, 
the fields are still 
uncultivable

Most of our houses were fine, but some 
were damaged

The government came here to 
check for these damages and some 
people got money for repairs

We got help from the government 
and others, but... 

...we are left without a means of 
income even after 9 months now!

During the floods, we were 
rescued in boats by the 
panchayat members. Everything 
in the camp was great...

We were given all the necessities; 
beds, blankets and pillows etc. we 
received food on time and were 
taken care of by everyone

We got Rs 20,000 when we 
left the camps which was 
useful to buy immediate 
necessities. But that wasn’t 
enough to revive our fields
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We can find work in the 
construction sector. But, 
we don’t want to do that 
work…

An NGO provided us with 
poultry and other 
livestock. That fetches 
us some money. But it’s 
not enough 

have you taken up 
any other work?

Our men have migrated out of Wayanad to 
Coorg to work in the fields there

The money we got from 
the government and the 
help we received from 
the NGOs were useful, 
but... 

if our fields are revived, we can 
start cultivating again. Then, 
we won’t have to migrate in 
search of work

Kerala

Karnataka

Did the media come here to cover your 
stories?

Did you approach anyone for this?

We met with many officials from 
panchayat to district level, but 
nothing has changed

The support we got initially was 
very helpful. But to recover, we 
need livelihoods

There is a government 
officer in the Wayanad 
district office whom we 
we trust and who has 
helped us in the past. But 
he could not do anything…

We also approached 
other officers but it 
was of no use

We’ve been ignored in the 
past for many things. Now, 
it's for flood recovery

No media came to cover our 
story since we live far 
away from the town

Everyone forgot that we are also 
dependent on the fields. We lost the only 
means of income we had!

They just covered the places 
that were already in the 
limelight and had housing 
damages as those were more 
visible
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oh no! the 
ground!     

thump

thump

thump

thump

is she home yet?

He plays with his friends every evening after I go back home, and he desperately  waits 
for that time! He will be pacing the room in the evening till I get back... Poor boy, he’s 
only 7... 

Oh no! it’s raining. i 
Hope it stops soon!

Akka*, one chai?

a resettlement colony on the outskirts of chennai...

Where are you coming from, ma? 
Do you have some work here?

...I’m a researcher from Bangalore. my 
name is yasmin. I am hoping to talk to 
people here and see how their lives 
changed after moving to this colony

yes, akka...

What about you, akka? What 
is your name? How long 
have you lived here? 

My name is Prema. I moved here with my 
husband and son about a year ago. 

Our life has changed so much 
since we moved here…

 I see.. Can you tell me 
more about this, Akka?

*akka - older sister

Well, my husband and I really 
struggled to find jobs here.. 
But, finally after some months, 
I opened this tea stall, And he 
found work in the city.

But my son… I feel so bad for 
him. He spends most of his time 
watching Tv... He doesn’t have 
the opportunity to play like he 
did back in the city...
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I feel really scared when he goes to play. even walking down the stairs in the building is 
dangerous... I have warned him many times, and so has his father 

dinesh, be careful when you walk down the stairs. 
you know how dark and narrow it is. the other day 
a 6-year-old girl fell and broke her leg

Come quickly Dinesh, 
before it starts 
raining again! 

the play area

oh! the rain 
stopped!

thump

thump

Be careful not to slip 
on the stairs! 

phew! The play area is 
not flooded yet. 

it is especially bad in the rainy season, when he is stuck 
inside.. the children usually play in an open space in front 
of this community centre. it often gets flooded during the 
rains.

Usually one or two mothers accompany 
the children when they play...
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I feel really scared when he goes to play. even walking down the stairs in the building is 
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Let’s walk through this path, 
we don’t want to walk past 
those men in the park.

the dilapidated park

the dilapidated 
park

the play 
area

apartment 
block

the 
community
centre

I wonder why they built 
the playground in the 
dark corner, how are we 
supposed to feel safe 
sending our children to 
play alone here?

I really hope it doesn’t rain 
again! Look at those huge 
clouds in the sky!

The play area

the community center

the swamp

do you think the water will 
enter our area and flood the 
buildings like last year!?
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That’s enough kids, 
come inside! the rain is 
too heavy now

I still remember when we lived in the city... the children could just run from our house 
to the beach in five minutes... no obstacles in the way...

...we could watch them from our 
houses and not have to accompany 
them. it was such a relief to know 
everyone in the area...

I often watch the children playing 
from my window, Just to make sure 
they are safe and there are adults 
with them

watch out for the puddles when you 
play, kids... there are so many...
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That’s enough kids, 
come inside! the rain is 
too heavy now
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Poor kids, it really is so boring here for them… They used to have so much fun in the 
city… even during the rains.

The sea would be filled with boats 
returning to shore and they would 
watch them from the window of my 
house. Even at night, you could see 
so many boats, big and small -  with 
all their lights bobbing and it was 

so beautiful!

There were so many exciting sounds 
too…they could hear the people on the 
beach, the sea breeze, the waves...
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Hmm, looks like the rain 
has stopped now.

Yes it has, let’s all go back home 
before it rains again... we don’t 
want to be stranded here if the 
path back gets flooded. 

kids , let’s go back 
home! Come on, let’s 
start walking!

Coming!

Walk quickly, kids! we have to 
get back and make dinner. 
and you need to help your 
mothers with chores. they 
asked us to bring you back 
soon.

...the sounds of dogs and cats and the hens, all the hawkers selling 
their wares and the music of the merry-go-round on the beach… over 

here they can only hear the sound of the traffic
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I usually go look outside the window when it 
gets dark to see if the children have started 
walking back. once dinesh is back, he helps 
me prepare food before his father comes...

the playground is very unsafe and 
mostly lies unused. People always 
complain about water, electricity and 
other problems in the colony, but they 
should also pay attention to the needs 
of the children. 

you’re right, akka. I also tend 
to overlook how important 
parks and safe public places 
are for a community. thank you 
for sharing your story with me. 

Yes, thank you too ma, I should also 
head back home and start preparing 
dinner.
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kaakidevi

jaanaki

mamta, 
jaanaki’s daughter

wild prawn seed collectionsomewhere along the coast of odisha, 2010
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kaakidevi

jaanaki

mamta, 
jaanaki’s daughter

wild prawn seed collection
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My husband was saying that some 
companies are bringing seeds in bags 
these days...

!?

Very soon, we will not be 
required to collect these 
seeds... 

Mamta will have to do 
something else when she 
gets married

Really? That should increase 
the production, shouldn’t it? 
But what will we do then?

!?

kaaki, you should teach Mamta… she 
can’t learn this anywhere else. She 
needs to learn this to make money...

There's no use 
Jaanaki...

the prawn life cycle

The catch is getting less lately, but 
it’s enough to earn today’s wages...

Luckily, I've done this for so many 
years, that even when I can’t really see 
much, I can catch these prawn seeds

kaaki

prawn seeds/eggs

juvenile prawns 

adult prawns

the prawn seeds caught by the women are sold to those who culture prawns   
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cyclone

phailin

A few years later

that’s it?!
I don’t want to go back to working 
on that wretched vijay's paddy 
fields... He hardly pays at the end 
of a hard day's work... Atleast Devi 
has her own paddy field.

Maybe we can learn 
how to fish? Do you 
know Saraswati in 
Lakshminagar village?

She got her husband to 
teach her how to fish 
and now she fishes in 
the creeks...

now, at this age I can’t 
learn new techniques...

My husband and 
in-laws would 
never allow me 
to do it.

Collecting prawn seed has been the safest way to earn 
some money. Even if it is 100-200 rupees per day... With that 
I managed to save and get a sewing machine last year... 
Let’s see... we don’t even have a road here. I’m sure those 
bagged seeds will take time to come to our village.
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cyclone

phailin

A few years later
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*mama- uncle

jaanaki
& Mamta
a few months later, in 
jaanaki’s house

Jaanaki, I’m sorry I 
couldn’t come to help you 
after you lost your 
husband in the cyclone. 
How are you managing?

I understand, Devi. Everyone 
has their own troubles to 
deal with right now

I tried everything. 
I went around 
looking for work, 
but no paddy fields 
are functional in 
the nearby areas...

                 But...

I found someone who had gone 
to Coimbatore sometime back, 
and they have a company there 

where they keep 14-15-year-old 
girls in textile factories, take 

care of their food and shelter, 
and in return for their work, 
gigive them a fixed amount for 

their dowry when they turn 18

I’m thinking of sending Mamta there... 
but don’t tell anyone... you know how 
the other villagers might think 
about sending a girl so far. No one 
will marry her if they find out

{Nods}

Oh, but won’t they notice when she is 
not around? What will you tell them?

I'll just tell them 
I've sent her to her 
Mama's* house

gheri- a pond 
for aquaculture

What do we do now? We 
lost both our houses 
and fields!

devi

I don’t know, Devi. I'm trying to get us a 
house from this agency who came after 
the cyclone. Not sure if we will get it. 
But all the paddy fields are destroyed… 
they are filled with salt water...

Even if the water recedes, I’m not sure if 
we can grow paddy or anything anytime 
soon

Maybe we can go to the Panchayat 
for help?! Everyone is facing the 
same issue… Maybe together we can 
find some help?

I already went to the sarpanch… He 
said that some company people 
from Andhra had come and 
suggested that they could lease 
our lands and make gheris…

The company will give us their own prawn 
seeds in bags and will also pay us 
salaries... They will sell the prawns in 
the market and make money

OK, Atleast we get paid something! Maybe 
we can get back to paddy in a few years…
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Oh, no! Now, what? We 
have no savings?!

And what if this happens again? Maybe we can go 
back to growing rice? That way I can also help 
on the fields again as I used to earlier, and 
together we can earn a bit more?

I don’t think that is possible. Last 
season, Rajeshwar tried converting 
his gheri back to a rice field, but it 
didn’t work. he is talking to some 
company to take his land on lease 
again for restarting a gheri.

!

devi

huh?

Sunil, go out and 
play for a while.

What happened, suraj? Why are you 
looking so sad? You went to the 
company to get your payment, no?

They didn’t give anything!

What!? Why!?

They said the prawns had 
caught some disease and 
they can’t sell anything.

with no sales, they can’t pay us 
anything. it’s all gone.

a few weeks later, back in devi’s 
house
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You should just focus on Sunil. He 
shouldn’t fall in the same lines as his 
father. pushpa’s son had also taken 
after his father and started drinking. 

Yes, Kaaki. I don’t like Sunil watching all 
this, so I’m thinking of sending him to 
his nana’s   house. He can go to school 
there. At least he can get some 
education, and later go to the city and 
work. Not like us, stuck here.

* nana- grandfather

*

That will be good. We 
are old now, and have 
lived our lives. At 
least our kids will 
have a better life. 

a few more months later...

How are things 
with Suraj now?

What do I say, Kaaki...

With these constant 
ups and downs at the 
gheri, he often 
comes home drunk...

When I say anything, he fights and beats me.

I can’t reason with him at all...
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Now look at this water... 
it’s become so yellow. in 
our days, it used to be so 
clean, I wOuld use it as a 
mirror! 

Yes, Kaaki. This is a new thing. Moreover, 
it’s not just this well- seeta from the 
neighbouring village came over the 
other day and said they have the same 
problem in their village

These new gheris are the problem, I 
can tell you that much. These 
companies are bringing all these 
chemicals and seeds in these bags. 
Who knows what is in them. 

But, Kaaki, without those medicines, 
the prawns get the disease. So, it is 
important to use them 

what good have those 
gheris brought us anyway...
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b1

:yawns:

Thenmozhi’s House

in a  resettlement colony outside chennai...
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:yawns:
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wake them up

okay, I’ll be back by the 
time you’re dressed

hurry, go to the washroom 
before the neighbours wake up

give me the bucket... 
I’ll take a bath

careful, the kids are 
sleeping

I’ll be back in 5 
minutes
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wake them up

okay, I’ll be back by the 
time you’re dressed

hurry, go to the washroom 
before the neighbours wake up
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go and take a bath 
now, or you’ll be  
late for school

here, take

7:00 am

Argh, this 
smell!

wait!

6:45 am
give me 5 minutes, 
pongal is almost 
ready, eat and go

is the food ready? I have to go 
all the way to purasaiwakkam, it 
will take me at least an hour 
to get there

wake up... it’s time 
for school

I’ll wake up the 
younger one too

oh, you’re 
awake

10 minutes later,

oh! the vegetable vendor is 
here... but I’m late already, 
I’ll just buy them tomorrow...
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go and take a bath 
now, or you’ll be  
late for school

here, take

7:00 am

Argh, this 
smell!
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*amma - mother

that horrible smell! 
if not for that we 
could just eat inside 
the house

No space anyway...

amma*, we’re 
leaving for school

it’s almost 8, I wonder 
if he reached the work 
site

{nods}

they’re going to 
be late if they 
don’t hurry up!

is your school 
bag ready?

oh god, this smell!

how many times do we have to 
tell them to do something 
about this stagnant water!?
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Shenbagavalli’s 
House

yes, yes they just left...

the heat is unbearable 
these days, how is 
Chellamal managing 
under a tarpaulin roof...

good morning

good morning, have the 
children left for school?
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Shenbagavalli’s 
House
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15 minutes later

6:45 am

sit here, I’ll go get food

6:15 am

it’s almost 7 am, I’ll go 
check if he’s up
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6:45 am

sit here, I’ll go get food
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it must be so difficult 
for Chellamal to live 
like this… it’s so hot 
out here these days 

sure, akka

Viji, can you send a plate of idli 
for my son when you take a 
break? I need to head to work 
now

Hello, Shenbagavalli 
Aunty!

hello

So many stairs to climb up and down every 
day… it is becoming even more difficult to 
manage since his paralysis worsened. How 
will I keep this up as I grow older?

I will ask viji to give 
some idli for lunch. 
finish the food, 0kay?

I will be back by 6
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15 minutes later

6:45 am

come help carry 
all this downstairs

5:30 AM

  Viji’s house
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come help carry 
all this downstairs

5:30 AM
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{huh}

I’ll go give idlis to 
shenbagavalli’s son

akka that will be 
20 rupees

Man the stall 
while I go 
deliver these…

it’s almost lunchtime...

there is not much 
demand here...

...in this 100-metre stretch, 
there are three people selling 
idlis. My old stall in Saidapet 
would have been bustling by 
now... I used to earn 500 rupees 
in just half a day

Here, I can’t make that 
much even in 2-3 days
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 Chellamal’s house

{nods}

Poor boy… he can’t even 
get out of bed without 
shenbagavalli’s help...

10 minutes later

good afternoon chellamal, it’s a very 
hot day, isn’t it?
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 Chellamal’s house
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I remember when 
they first allotted 
us the house

ah, I cannot come up...not 
with my leg

paatti, when will you 
come up and stay?

it’s getting very hot 
these days under this 
tarpaulin

okay, amma

*paatti - grandmother

go give your grandmother 
some tea

paatti*, tea

6:45 am
7:15 am
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I remember when 
they first allotted 
us the house

ah, I cannot come up...not 
with my leg

paatti, when will you 
come up and stay?

it’s getting very hot 
these days under this 
tarpaulin
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7:15 pm

you have been allotted 
the top house

but I can’t climb 
stairs with this 
leg…

you should stay in the 
house. I will build a hut 
here...
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7:15 pm
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He was able to find work easily from 
our old place... he did not have to 
travel far or leave so early...

I have to find some way out of 
this. I just cannot climb the 
stairs with this leg… I don’t 
want to burden anyone

…Maybe I should talk to the 
Thalaivar* and see if we can 
get a house on the ground 
floor somewhere for my son’s 
sake… This cannot go on…

*thalaivar- local leader

...Maybe I can make samosas 
instead. There are no samosa 
stalls here... Hopefully, that 
will get me more customers…

it’s been so long since I had sex with 
my husband… There is just no space in 
this house!  And the smell!

I don’t know how much 
longer I can carry him up and 
down the flight of stairs. We 
almost fell the other day…

No profits today either. That 
is two weeks in a row. Maybe I 
should find another location 
outside the colony where 
there is enough demand

chellamal

viji

shenbagavalli

thenmozhi

it will start raining next month so 
I will have to move to another 
spot. This tent will not be a good 
shelter in the rain and the other 
residents would not like to see 
me sleeping in the hallway
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AFTERWORD
by Roger Few

I am truly delighted to see this collection of graphic narratives coming into print. 

Researchers have conventional academic routes for disseminating their work, prizing 

the meticulous detail and rigid attention to methodology that is the norm in lengthy 

journal articles. This is of fundamental importance, and the team are busy working 

on such outputs. However, they are not, and should not, be the sole vehicle for 

conveying research work, and this is especially the case for the studies that we have 

been privileged to undertake in the prelude to this book. Perhaps more than any of 

our other written outputs, ‘Afterwards’ goes to the heart of what this work is about. 

In the “Recovery with Dignity” project and associated studies, researchers from 

IIHS and UEA have been analysing the longer-term processes of recovery from 

disasters in Odisha, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Drawing on multiple primary and 

secondary data sources, we have focussed especially on how different ideas around 

impacts, needs and recovery priorities emerge within society over time, and the 

implications of those representations for the success of recovery, especially for the 

more marginalised or low-income disaster-affected populations. The communities 

we worked with have faced successive disasters in recent times, mirroring the 

experiences of many people across hazard-prone regions of India. Support to 

strengthen their recovery and reduce their vulnerability to future hazards is crucial for 

many, yet the target groups we have been working with have faced multiple hurdles 

in meeting their housing, income-generating and wellbeing needs. Some of these 

hurdles have their roots in adverse representations of these groups by governmental 

and other actors and conflicting sets of priorities determined externally to the 

communities. 

Through bringing stories from people across different communities together in 

a visibly engaging, accessible form, this book seeks to restore attention to the 

experiences and testimonies of those directly affected by disaster and still suffering 
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from its long-term impacts. The stories collected here convey many things, not 

just people’s needs for assistance, but the uncertainty and dilemmas they face as 

they set about rebuilding their livelihoods and wellbeing. Above all, the collection 

seeks to convey the humanity that lies at the centre of recovery processes. Real 

people striving to find their individual way out of crisis, not simply an aggregation 

of beneficiaries. People claiming rights, not simply begging for charity. People 

with inherent capacities and agency, ready to take steps themselves but hoping for 

assistance to make those steps stronger. People who deserve always to be treated 

with dignity. 
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Afterwards is an anthology of graphic narratives of disaster impacts and the 
process of recovery that follows. These stories were drawn from the 
testimonies of disaster-affected individuals, households, and communities 
documented from the Indian states of Odisha, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala. They 
communicatecommunicate challenges related to housing resettlement, loss of livelihoods, 
and gender-based exclusion among others. At the heart of this anthology lies 
the idea of ‘representation’: how are disaster-affected people portrayed by the 
media, state actors, and official documents; how are their needs 
represented and how do these portrayals impact the lives of those at risk and 
shape their recovery?

GGraphically illustrating these themes provides a platform to relay personal 
experiences of disaster risk and recovery. This creative mode of 
representation aims to take such important narratives to a wider audience, 
beyond academia.


